
Some Remarks on theQuantomorphism GroupCornelia VizmanAbstractIf M is the quantizing manifold of N , the in�nitesimal quantomorphism Liealgebra is isomorphic to C1(N;R) with the Poisson bracket and the universalcovering of the identity component of the quantomorphism group is a directLie group product of the universal covering of the group of Hamiltonian di�eo-morphisms on N with R. All the groups involved are ILH Lie groups as well asregular convenient Lie groups (for the Fr�olicher-Kriegl di�erential calculus).1 IntroductionA contact structure on a manifold M of dimension 2n + 1 is a maximally non-integrable distribution of codimension one, which is also transversally orientable.So � = Ker� for a 1-form � on M such that � ^ (d�)n 6= 0. Given a contact form�, there exists a unique �eld X� on M , called the Reeb vector �eld, such thati(X�)d� = 0 and i(X�)� = 1.A di�eomorphism ' on M is called a contactomorphism if it preserves the ori-ented hyperplane �eld � = Ker�. This is equivalent to '�� = eh� for somefunction h : M ! R. A vector �eld X on M which satis�es LX� = g� for somefunction g : M ! R is called a contact vector �eld. X is a contact vector �eldif and only if there exists a function f : M ! R such that i(X)� = �f andi(X)d� = df � X�(f)�, so there is a one-to-one correspondence between contactvector �elds and smooth functions.The group of contact di�eomorphisms Di�(M; �) for compact M is an ILH Liegroup [O] with Lie algebra X (M; �), the Lie algebra of contact vector �elds. It isalso a regular convenient Lie group (i.e. for the Fr�olicher-Kriegl di�erential calculus1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 58D05, 53C15.Key words and phrases. quantizing manifold, quantomorphism, Fr�olicher-Kriegl di�erentialcalculus. 393



394 Cornelia Vizmanon convenient vector spaces [FK]) with the space of compactly supported contactvector �elds as Lie algebra [KM].The contact form � is called regular if the ow of the Reeb vector �eld de�nes afree circle action � on M . Then the quotient manifold N = M=S1 is smooth andcarries a symplectic structure !, [!] 2 H2(N;Z) and ��! = d� where � :M ! Nis the canonical projection. Under these assumptions � : M ! N is a principalS1-bundle, � a principal connection one-form and ! its curvature two form. TheReeb vector �eld X� generates the vertical bundle, the principal right action ofS1 on M is � and � = Ker� is the horizontal bundle. M is called the quantizingmanifold of N .A di�eomorphism ' on M is called a quantomorphism if ' preserves the 1-form�. We denote by Di�(M;�) the group of quantomorphisms. The in�nitesimalquantomorphisms are the vector �elds on M which satisfy LX� = 0. Let X (M;�)be the Lie algebra of in�nitesimal quantomorphisms. Proposition 1 states that it isisomorphic to C1(N;R) with the Poisson bracket, the isomorphism being exactlythe restriction of the isomorphism above between X (M; �) and C1(M;R).Two di�erent proofs that the quantomorphism group Di�(M;�) for compactM is an ILH Lie group with Lie algebra X (M;�) can be found in Omori [O] andRatiu-Schmid [RS]. It is shown in Proposition 4 that Di�(M;�) for compact M isalso a regular convenient Lie group.2 The Lie algebra of in�nitesimal quantomorphismsLet (M;�) be a compact quantizing manifold of (N;!). Let XS1(M) be the Liealgebra of S1-invariant vector �elds on M . Then(1) 0 �! C1(N;R) J�! XS1(M) P�! X (N) �! 0:is an exact sequence of Lie algebras, where on C1(N;R) we consider the trivialbracket. Here J(g) = (g � �)X� and P (X) = Y is the projection on N of theinvariant (hence projectable) vector �eld X. Every X 2 XS1(M) decomposes intoits horizontal and vertical partsX = CY �(g��)X� where g 2 C1(N;R) and CY isthe horizontal lift of Y = P (X). Indeed the vector �eld X = CY + fX� 2 XS1(M), [X;X�] = 0 , [CY;X�] = X�(f)X� , X�(f) = 0 , f = �g � �. From thisdecomposition the exactness of the sequence follows immediately.The restriction of the exact sequence (1) to the Lie algebra of in�nitesimal quan-tomorphisms gives a central extension of Lie algebras (i.e. the image of J is con-tained in the center of X (M;�)):Proposition 1. The central extension of Lie algebras(2) 0 �! R J�! X (M;�) P�! XHam(N;!) �! 0:is trivial. The Lie algebra of in�nitesimal quantomorphisms of (M;�) is isomorphicto C1(N;R) with the Poisson bracket.Proof. All in�nitesimal quantomorphisms have the form X = CHg � (g � �)X�for some g 2 C1(N;R) because in the decomposition X = CY � (g ��)X� we havethe equivalences LX� = 0 , iCY d� = d(g � �) , ��iY ! = ��dg , Y = Hg.



Some Remarks on the Quantomorphism Group 395We de�ne a splitting of (2) by S : XHam(N;!) ! X (M;�), S(Y ) := CHg �(g � �)X�, where g 2 C1(N;R) is the unique Hamiltonian with zero integralRN g!n = 0 of the Hamiltonian vector �eld Y = Hg. Then S is really a Liealgebra homomorphism:[S(Hg1); S(Hg2)] = [CHg1 ; CHg2 ] + (CHg2(g1 � �)X� � CHg1(g2 � �)X�= CHfg1;g2g + ((�!(Hg1 ; Hg2) +Hg2(g1)�Hg1(g2)) � �)X�= CHfg1;g2g � (fg1; g2g � �)X� = S([Hg1 ; Hg2]):Here the second step follows from the fact that ! is the curvature form of theprincipal connection � on M , the third step uses the de�nition of the Poissonbracket fg1; g2g = �!(Hg1 ; Hg2) = Hg1(g2) = �Hg2(g1), and the forth step relieson the fact that every Poisson bracket has integral zero RNfg1; g2g!n = 0.It follows that the Lie algebra of in�nitesimal quantomorphisms of (M;�) isisomorphic to the direct product of the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector �eldswith R, hence it is isomorphic to C1(N;R) with the Poisson bracket. �The isomorphism of Lie algebras constructed in the Proposition above,A : (C1(N;R); f; g) ! (X (M;�); [; ]) ;A(g) = CHg � (g � �)X� ;�ts into the following commutative diagram of Lie algebras:X (M;�) A�1�! C1(N;R)i # # ��X (M; �) ���! C1(M;R) :Here we consider on C1(M;R) the bracket induced from X (M; �) by ��:ff1; f2g� = X1(f2) +X�(f1)f2 ;where Xi is the unique vector �eld in X (M; �) such that ��(Xi) = fi. We have toverify only that �� becomes a Lie algebra morphism:fg1��; g2��g� = X1(g2��) = (CHg1�(g1��)X�)(g2��) = Hg1(g2)�� = fg1; g2g��:3 Exact sequences of regular convenient Lie groupsIn this paragraph we show there are exact sequences of regular convenient Liegroups which integrate the exact sequences (1) and (2) of Lie algebras. The con-venient smooth manifolds are de�ned by gluing C1-open sets in convenient vectorspaces via smooth di�eomorphisms (for the Fr�olicher-Kriegl di�erential calculus[FK]. A locally convex vector space is said to be convenient if any Mackey-Cauchy-sequence converges. The C1-topology of a locally convex vector space E is the�nal topology with respect to all smooth curves into E. A mapping between locally



396 Cornelia Vizmanconvex vector spaces is called smooth if it takes smooth curves into smooth curves.A convenient Lie group is a convenient smooth manifold and a group such thatthe group operations are smooth. The Lie group G with Lie algebra g is calledregular if every smooth curve X 2 C1(R; g) can be integrated to a smooth curveg 2 C1(R; G) with g(0) = e and the evolution map evol : C1(R; g) ! G de�ned byevol(X) = g(1) is smooth. For di�eomorphism groups the evolution operator is justintegration of time dependent vector �elds with compact support. The referencefor regular convenient Lie groups is the book [KM].An exact sequence of Lie groups integrating (1) is(1`) 0 �! C1(N;S1) j�! Di�S1(M) p�! Di�(N) �! 0:Here j(s) = �s and p(') =  where � � ' =  � �.C1(N;S1) is the gauge group of the principal bundle M over N . It is an ILHLie group and also a regular convenient Lie group [KM].LetG be a compact Lie group acting smoothly onM . The group ofG-equivariantdi�eomorphisms on M isDi�G(M) = f' 2 Di�(M) : '(gx) = g'(x); 8g 2 Ggand the Lie algebra of G-invariant vector �elds on M isXc;G(M) = fX 2 Xc(M) : g�X = X; 8g 2 Gg:For compact M the group Di�G(M) is an ILH Lie group with Lie algebra XG(M)[EM]. The next proposition shows it is also a regular convenient Lie group.Proposition 2. Di�G(M) is a closed regular convenient Lie subgroup of Di�(M)with Lie algebra Xc;G(M), the space of compactly supported G-invariant vector �eldson M .Proof. Because G is compact we can �nd G-invariant Riemannian metrics on M .Let exp : TM � U ! M be the associated exponential map de�ned on the openneighborhood U0 of the zero section such that (�M ; exp) : U0 ! V � M �M is asmooth di�eomorphism.Let U be the open neighborhood of id in Di�(M) of those compactly supporteddi�eomorphisms whose graph is contained in V and let u : U ! Xc(M) be the mapu(')(x) = exp�1('(x)). The inverse of u is u�1(X)(x) = expx(X(x)).We prove the pair (U; u) is a submanifold chart for Di�G(M). This means toprove the equivalence: X 2 Xc;G(M) if and only if ' := u�1(X) 2 Di�G(M). Thefollowing equivalences for X = u(') end the proof that (U; u) is a submanifoldchart: g�X = X , Txg:X(x) = X(g(x)); 8x 2M, g(expX(x)) = exp(X(gx)); 8x 2M, g'(x) = '(gx); 8x 2M:Here the second step follows from the fact that isometries move geodesics togeodesics.A submanifold chart in the neighborhood of an arbitrary  2 Di�G(M) is ob-tained by translating the chart (U; u). Hence Di�G(M) is a closed submanifoldof Di�(M) and a Lie group because composition and inversion are smooth (byrestriction). It is also regular because it is a group of di�eomorphisms. �



Some Remarks on the Quantomorphism Group 397Proposition 3. [RS] An exact sequence of ILH Lie groups corresponding to (2) is0 �! S1 j�! Di�(M;�) p�! K �! 0:with j(s) = �s and p(') =  for � � ' =  � �. Here K, the group of thosesymplectomorphisms of (N;!) that can be lifted to quantomorphisms of (M;�),equals the group of those symplectomorphisms  of (N;!) for which both paralleltransports along a piecewise smooth curve c and along its image  �c are restrictionsof the same �s, s 2 S1. The quantomorphism group is also a principal S1-�berbundle over K.Taking the components of the identity we get the central extension(2`) 0 �! S1 j�! Di�(M;�)0 p�! Ham(N;!) �! 0where Ham(N;!) is the group of Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms of (N;!). Recallthat a symplectomorphism  is called Hamiltonian if there is an isotopy  t from 0 = id to  1 =  such that _ t 2 Ham(N;!) whereddt t = _ t �  t:In [KM] it is shown that Ham(N;!) is a regular convenient Lie group.Proposition 4. Let M be a compact quantizing manifold. Then Di�(M;�)0, theidentity component in the group of quantomorphisms, is a regular convenient Liegroup with Lie algebra X (M;�).Proof. First we de�ne a principal bundle atlas. Every local section h : W ! Mof the bundle � : M ! N with W an open subset of N , together with a pair ofpoints x0 2M , z0 2 N such that �(x0) = z0, de�ne a local section � of (2) and soa principal bundle chart for Di�(M;�)0 like follows:� : U = f 2 Ham(N;!) :  (z0) 2Wg ! Di�(M;�)0;�( ) is de�ned to be that lift ' of  whose value at x0 is '(x0) = h( (z0)).This de�nition is correct because all lifts of  di�er by some �s; s 2 S1 and allquantomorphisms commute with the circle action �. The principal bundle chart is	 : U � S1 ! Di�(M;�)0, 	( ; s) = �( ) � �s. The compatibility of the charts:Let 	1;	2 bundle charts de�ned by sections h1; h2 and points (x1; z1); (x2; z2).Fix a piecewise smooth path in N from z1 to z2. Let Pt(c) denote the paralleltransport along c and � : M �N M ! S1 the transition map along the �bers�(x1; x2) = s i� x2 = s:x1. The quantomorphisms commute with the paralleltransport: ' � Pt(c) = Pt( � c) � '. Using this result we get:	2 �	�11 ( ; s) = ( ; �(Pt(c)(x1); x2)�(h2( (z2)); P t( � c)(h1( (z1))))s);hence a smooth dependence on  and s. The principal bundle structure given by theatlas f	g induces canonically a smooth manifold structure which makes Di�(M;�)0a convenient Lie group. Indeed, the group operations are smooth. This is shown



398 Cornelia Vizmanby using again the commutativity of quantomorphisms with the parallel transportand the smooth dependence of the parallel transport on the curvePt : C1(R; N) �(ev0;�) M !M:Finally, Di�(M;�)0 is regular because it is a group of di�eomorphisms. �All the groups involved in (1`) and (2`) are regular convenient Lie groups. Thesame is true for the exact sequence of universal covering groups of (2`):(3) 0 �! R ~j�!gDi�(M;�)0 ~p�!]Ham(N;!) �! 0:Theorem. [KM] Let G and H be Lie groups with Lie algebras g and h respectively.Let f : g ! h be a bounded Lie algebra homomorphism. If H is regular and if Gis simply connected then there exists a unique homomorphism f : G ! H of Liegroups with Tef = F .There exists a unique homomorphism of Lie groups ~s :]Ham(N;!)!gDi�(M;�)0such that Tid~s = S. The explicit construction of ~s is: ~s(f tg) = f'tg where theisotopy 't is uniquely determined by '0 = id and _'t = S( _ t). Applying the unicitypart in the theorem for PS = idXHam we get ~p~s = id eHam(N;!), so ~s is a splittingsection for (3).Proposition 5. The universal covering of the identity component of the quanto-morphism group is a direct Lie group product of the universal covering of the groupof Hamiltonian di�eomorphisms on N and RgDi�(M;�)0 =]Ham(N;!)� R:Another restriction of the exact sequence (1`) is0 �! C1(N;S1) j�! Di�S1(M;d�) p�! Di�(N;!) �! 0with the in�nitesimal version0 �! C1(N;R) J�! XS1(M;d�) P�! X (N;!) �! 0;where Di�S1(M;d�) is the group of those S1-equivariant di�eomorphisms whichpreserve the 2-form d� and XS1(M;d�) is the Lie algebra of S1-invariant vector�elds X on M with LXd� = 0. This exact sequence of Lie groups is impor-tant because there is an extension to Di�S1(M;d�) of the ux homomorphism onDi�(N;!), see [B].
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